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The Majority Voted
Them In

Eollins Sandspur

VOLUME 52

Now Let's Everyone
Back Them
NUMBER 20

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, THURSDAY, APRIL 15, 1948

Swacker W i n s Student Council Election
A r t Forum Held
A t Morse Gallery

Cherry Orchards To
TO BE GIVEN 10 Have Debut April 27
ROLLINS POETS

by Dana C. Abbott
Saturday, April 10, The Florida
Art Forum was held at the Morse
Gallery of Art. It was sponsored
by the Rollins Studio Club, of
Mrs. Ogden J. Rochelle again
I which Bob Boyle is president. Students from seven colleges and uni- offers prizes of $50, $25 and $10
versities in Florida participated. for poetry written by Rollins stuThey were: University of Florida, dents. These awards are given in
Florida State University, Clearwater Museum of Art, University memory of Mrs. Rochelle's mother.
of Miami, Tampa University, Stet- Rose Mills Powers, a long-time resson, Florida Southern, and Rollins. ident of Winter Park and the auAfter the discussion on the sub- thor of the Rollins "Alma Mater"
ject, "Is There an American School Song, as well as much other poetry,
of Art?", a luncheon was held in
The competition is open to any
the Center, for all the participants.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McKean enter- regularly enrolled student at Roltained the advisors at a luncheon lins College. There are no restricheld in their home. Following the tions as to metrical pattern or
discussion in the afternoon, "Whtre length, the prizes being awarded
Are We Heading in Art Today?"
to those poems marked by mastery
President Holt gave a tea for everyone. A buffet dinner was held of form, power of imagination, and
at the Casa Iberia, at which the persuasive communication.
f o l l o w i n g presentations were
Students wishing to enter the
made:
contest should submit typewritten
Charles Holder, University of
copies of their poems to N. C. Starr
Florida, won the first prize of $15,
for his oil portrait entitled "Pig- of the English Department on or
before May 10. The awards will be
tails".
Jeanne Trimble, Florida State, announced on Class Day.
won the second prize of $10, for
her oil painting, "Sunday Morn".
Third prize of $5 was given to
Frederick Bertrom, Florida Southern, for oil painting entitled "Study
of a Mood",
Honorable mention went to Robert Stratton, for his Abstract water-color painting, "Cress", and to
B. Z. Angle, for his oil painting
Last Friday, the Executive Dientitled "Society Shell and Butterfly". Both represented the Univer- rector of the National Commission
I for Education on Alcoholism spoke
sity of Florida.
There was also a popular prize to an absorbed audience in Dyer
of $10, given to Jack Cartlidge, Memorial. The speaker touched
from Tampa University, for his upon three main points: (1) That
surrealistic portrait, "Marguer- alcoholism is a disease, and should
be treated as such, (2) that alcoitte".
holics can be helped, and (3) that it
A short business meeting was
is a public health problem, and
held after dinner, and a tentative
should not be
date early ,in November, was set
for the next Art Forum, to be held
The theory of the Yale Plan is to
at Florida Southern.
The days events were received make it easy for the alcoholic to
with great favor, and everyone come to them for help, for the main
left with t!ie hope that the Forum problem in alcoholism is not so
could meet either annually or semi- much in the cure, as in getting to
the afflicted parties. There is a
annually in the future.
social stigma attached to alcoholism that makes families, and even
the sufferers themselves, try to
hide its presence. This is a most
The Florida Delta Chapter of Pi unhealthy situation, for alcoholism
Gamma Mu national social science is progressive.
honor society will hold a meeting
The speaker went on to say that
Wednesday night at 7:15 in the some people are biologically conAlumni House. Dr. Eugene Smith stituted as to fall easy prey to alwill be the speaker.
coholism, while others have no
trouble controlling their drinking
habits. Will power has no effect on
Magnates To Meet
This Friday in the seminar pe- the former group, the first drink
riod, there will be a short Sandspur leading inevitably to a complete
Staff meeting in the Sandspur Of- passout. It was described as "an
allergy of the body coupled with
fice.
an obsession of the mind".
As you a frustrated William AlThe Chapel is going to receive a
len White? Come to the meeting
and you will leave completely supply of informative leaflets on
U- purged of any love for journalism,the subject ,and for those who are
or worse yet, a member of that il- really interested in this problem,
lustrious group, the Sandspur Sad- there is a newly formed Bureau of
Alcoholic Information in Orlando.
men.

Speaker A t Dyer

Talks on Problems
O f Alcoholism

Phi Gamma Mu Meets

Davis, James Tie
Vice-Presidency
Burkhardt Sec.
By Dick Knott
Last Friday, April 9, saw the
election of Arthur W. Swacker to
the office of President of the Student-Council. Swacker, nominated
by the X Club, defeated Trammel
(Train) Whittle of the Kappa Alphas and James E. McMenemy repI resenting the Lambda Chis by a
I landslide of votes. Swacker steps
into the shoes of C. Richard Every,
who has been one of the most able
presidents the Rollins StudentCouncil has ever had.
The race for Vice-President of
the Student-Council was hotly contested between Harry W. James of
the Sigma Nus, Nancy Butts of the
Kappa Kappa Gammas, and Hugh
C. Davis of the Delta Chis. The tabulating of the votes for the vicepresidency resulted in a run-off between James and Davis, which will
be held Wednesday, April 14.
James lacked 31 votes for a majority in the previous polling. However, I predict that the run-off will
prove to be closely contested. At
any rate, by the time this article
appears in print, the run-off will
have been duly chosen, and I hope
we all will be happy.

By Beverly Ott

ALLEN OIRECTS
"IHE CIRCLE"
BY
By Beverly Ott

Rollins Players forthcoming presentation, "The Cherry Orchard," is
said to be the tragedy of nothmg
doing. For nothing doing, it has ^^
done all right, acclaimed as one of
the most significant plays of modern times. The production, boasting of a king-sized cast and direction by Howard Bailey, will be offered in Annie Russell Theatre
April 27 through May 1.

"The Circle," slightly vicious and
"The Cherry Orchard" was first
very sophisticated, will be presented in Fred Stone Theatre April performed in Moscow in 1904. It
given in England in 1911 for
26 through 29. The Somerset
initial time, and then in AmerMaugham piece has often been
in 1923, when the Moscow Art
lauded as an "almost perfect seTheatre Company enacted the proKnowing full well how the critics duction in Russian, The theme is
praised the play for its well articu- the decay of the aristocratic class
lated plot, the veracity of the
and its replacement by a new order
characterizations, polished perfection of style, richness of humor, of practical, hard-headed business
and numerous other merits, Director Donald S. Allen currently hai
the play of the same name in re
hearsal.
In "The Circle" Maugham clever
ly confirms the fact that young
people are almost certain to reject
the advice of their elders and
choose to take their own chances
th life. The youthful generation
represented by Virginia Estes
who portrays Elisabeth, about to
give up her husband and depart
th another man. Pearl Jordan
plays Kitty, who was faced with
same problem some years before, and isn't sure she made the
ght decision.
Ed Copeland, William Fetner,
David Meifert, Fred Taylor, and
Patricia Warren, all of whom appeared in "The Night of January
16th" complete "The Circle's" cast.

Representing members of the decadent nobility are Phyllis Starobin and Josette Stanciu, who will
alternately portray Madame Ranevsky, and Victor Smedstad in the
role of Gaev. Gerald Honaker as
Lopakhin depicts a type of the rising class of energetic self-made
men. In the three feminine roles
that have been double cast, Jean
Cartwright and Patty Ann Jackson will be seen as Anya, Betty
Pottinger and Jinx Shekatoff as
Varya, and Jean Bacchus, and
Mary Delano as Dunyasha. Madge
Martin, Bill Barker, Ranny Walker,
J. B. Bartlett, Frank Entwistle,
Dick Johnson, and Scotty Witherell |
complete the cast.

Canterbury Club

International RelationHears Huntoon
Last week the Canterbury Club
Cluh Elects Officers heard
of Marcia Huntoon's expeThe International Relations Club
held its annual election of officers
for the coming year last Wednesday night, April 7th, at the Alumni
House. Those elected were: President, Bud Adelsperger; Vice President, Fred Hartley; Secretary, Nan
Van Zile; Program Chairman, Mar• Reese; Publicity Director, Joe
Popeck.
Plans for the coming year were
discussed at the meeting. Because
of the great interest which students
! shown in the present international crisis, it was decided to prepare a series of Panel Discussions
headed by prominent speakers in
foreign affairs. The next meeting
f the Club will be held Wednesday,
April 21, at 7:15. The speaker will
be Dr. John Martin, distinguished
turer and counsellor on international relations. All students and
embers are urged to attend this
iportant gathering.

riences at the World Christian
Youth Conference, which was held
last summer in Norway. Marcia
met young people from 38 nations
who had come together to discuss
world-wide Christian problems. She
pointed out that in spite of many
differences brought about by the
war delegates from all countries
were in complete accord as to the
fundamental teachings of Christ.
Marcia, in her extremely interesting talk to the group, cast a light
of optimism on the problem of
world religious unity.
Mfembers present were reminded
that at the next meeting. May 5th,
officers for the following year
would be elected. A nominating
committee was appointed by Nancy
Morrison, president, consisting of
Gordon Tully, Nancy Neide, Mary
Upthegrove, and Weston Emery.
It was announced that Lenten
mite boxes which were not brought
to this past meeting should be
given to Nancy Morrison or
marked and taken to All Saints
Church.
An excellent dinner was served
the Club ,and all members present
enjoyed the hour-long meeting.
Weston Emery,
for the president,
Nancy Morrison.
April 12, 48.

HUGH DAVIS

Many Jobs
Available
For Summer

Choral Vespers
To be at Knowles
By Julie Goodman
Tonight,at 8:15 p. m. the Rollins
Choir will perform Choral Vespers
in the Knowles Memorial Chapel.
Open to the public, the Vespers
will include a varied program by
the Choir, the Men's Octet, and the
Rollin* String Quartet.
Songs done by the entire Chapel
Choir will be "Praise to the Lord,"
Christiansen; "How Lovely Is Thy
Dwelling Place," from "Requiem",
Brahms; "God Be in My Head",
Davies; "Emitte Spiritum", Schuetky; "Listen to the Lambs", Dett;
"I Have a Mother in Heaven"
Dawson; "The Three Kings", Willan; "Psalm 150", Franck; "Jesu
Bread of Life", Bach; "Gloria Patri", Palestrina; "Lord, We Cry to
Thee", Zwingli; And "Halleluia"
from the "Mount of Olives", by
Beethoven.

Last year a national young man's
magazine surveyed the summer job
field, and predicted that one million vacation-time positions would
be filled by students. A recentlypublished government census revealed that the actual figure came
to about 1,001,900.
This year that same ijjfagazine—
Varsity—has surveyed the field
again, and predicts that twice as
many jobs will be available during
the summer months of '48.
In an article that tells how and
where to get these jobs, Varsity
splits the vacation employment
field into seven categories: selfemployment, governmental work,
transportation, sports and enterThe Men's Octet will sing "O
tainment, summer camps, industry,
How Shall I Receive Thee". Teschand service and trades.
ner; "Divine Praise", Bortniansky;
According to the article in the
"Dedication", Franz; and the "Batcurrent issue, the first two job tle of Jerico", a spiritual.
categories offer some of the best
The Offertory will be by the Rolopportunities in summer work. I
lins String Quartet, made up of
Jobs are open in three branches of'
Alphonse Carlo, first violin; Fredthe Department of the Interior—[ erick McFalls, second violin; Berin the Geological Survey division nard Friedland, viola; and Rudolph
(for fiend assistants); in the Fish Fischer, violoncello.
and Wildlife Service (as refuge
This event has been sponsored
and hatchery laborers); and in the
by the many friends of the Rollins
Bureau of Reclamation (for engineering aids, survey aids, drafts(Continued on page 3)
men and soil specialists.) Numerous other positions are open in the
National Park Service, and in hotels, restaurants, and concessions
at these parks.
(Continued on page 2)

At any rate, the elections are
over, and I think we all feel that
in Art Swacker we have an able
president well liked by all and very
ably qualified to head the Rollins
Student - Council for the coming
year. (Next week a personal interview with the winning candidates
will be presented).

SiyOENT TALKS
ARE PRESENTED
AT TERTULIA

by Alice Smith
TERTULIA is a weekly meeting
of all Spanish speaking students to
which everyone is invited to come.
The programs are different every
week—some being serious and others very light—but they are all
conducted entirely in Spanish,
Two weeks ago Armando OrtizBusigo presented the group with
an interesting talk on Baptismal
Ceremonies in Puerto Rico. Often
they just break up into small
groups and converse in Spanish
among themselves. Since Armando's speech was enjoyed by everyThere was a meeting of the R body, their plans for the future inClub in the Chem Lab on Wednes- clude more talks by the students
day of last week. The newly char- themselves.
tered constitution was read and
duly approved with a few suggestions, and an Executive Committee was elected with the following
m e m b e r s : Trammell Whittle,
Harry Hancock, Dave McKiethan,
Ken Horton, and Jerry Murphy. It
was decided that the constitution
be shown to the Athletic AssociaOn Friday night, April 16th, at
tion, and that Jack McDowall be 7:30, instruction will be given on
asked to a Club meeting in the the fine art of square dancing to
near future.
those who wish to be prepared with
A Social Committee was also the basic steps for the big event,
e l e c t e d consisting of G. W. April 23d. For about an hour, Bob
Mooney, Charlie Knecht, George Smathers and Seet Justice will hold
Franklin, Bill Williams, Ken Hor- class at the Rec Hall. It's no fun to
ton ,and Otis Mooney.
Square Dance if you don't know
The next meeting was set for the how . . . so come on down for a little
Wednesday following (last night). while and learn how to do it.

R Club Approves
New Constitution

KA's To Give Black Varsity Offers
$100 For Stories
And White Ball
Submitted stories should be
This Saturday
about 1200 words in length, and
The Alpha Psi chapter of the
Kappa Alpha Order will sponsor a
Black and White Eall, to be given
at the Orlando Country Club, next
Saturday, April 17, from 9 to 12.
Ingram Willox and his Silky
Smooth Six will supply the musical
accompaniment for the evening.
All guests are requested to wear
black or white, or any combination
thereof.
There will be a floor show consisting of selected local and imported talent, so come on along!

HARRY JAMES

Beverly Burkhardt won the post
of Secretary of the Student- Council hands down. Being uncontested
by opponents, she was elected
unanimously. Bev, in case you
didn't know, is a Chi 0.
The elections climaxed an extensive advertising campaign by all
candidates. Trammel Whittle went
all out in his presidential efforts
with every conceivable means including one of the most original
gadgets I have ever seen. I refer
to that "long long train with the
red caboose that almost carried our
votes away". Besides the usual
posters, etc., candidates James and
McMenemy furthered their cause
with bombardments of airborne
leaflets indicating their aspiration
for office. I still don't know what
Art Swacker's appeal to the voters
was unless he offered free laundry
to his followers. (Now try and collect that $1.83, Art!)

may be written on any subject. It
should be noted however, that Varsity is the "Young Man's Magazine" and stories should be slanted
for mass male readership. Fiction
can be serious or humorous, but
must be submitted with the idea of
pleasing that group.
Manuscripts should be typed, and
mailed, with a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Short-short
story department, Varsity Magazine, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New
York 17, New York.

Smathers, Justice
To Teach
Square Dancing

TWO

ROLLINS

O n Fence Sitting
There have been a few mumbhngs around the school about
the Sandspur leaning towards the third party movement, because of the many articles and letters that have appeared
about Mr. Wallace. This is an unjust accusation, for the Spur
has been trying so hard to be completely impartial that it has
practically emasculated itself. This is to be, desired, for no
small group of students should voice their own views as being
those of the student body in any school publication.
Therefore, we are bound, by our mugmumpian policy, to
print anything that comes in as student opinion. This does
not mean t h a t we are for or against the articles published;
we are in a unique position or having our readers set policy
for the paper. Therefore, if one group is interested enough to
write letters and articles ,it would appear that the majority
of the students beUeve the same.
Now, happy readers, as is the habit of most editorials, the
buck is passed off onto you. If you don't like the views expressed in the Sandspur, write a letter, and see some printed
there that you are in complete accord with.

Inquiring Reporter
What 'gripe' would you like to put before the new Student Council?
by Alice Smith
Bill Gordon: The softball diamond needs to be improved. The infield
should be set back.
P a r k e r Simpson: Everyone should be allowed to dress as they want for
beanery on Saturday and Sunday nights.
Jim Imond: People should be made to eat and get the hell out of the
beanery so the waiters can clear the tables.
Val. Stacy: I think we need a sandy beach.
P a t t y Ann Jackson: There should be dancing in the center at all times,
Harriet T e r r y : We need better athletic equipment and the volley ball
court needs improving.
Ann Lewis Turley: A new gym should be built and soon!
Frank Polak: In this hot weather we should have fans in the classrooms or else hold classes outside.

Calendar
Thursday, April 15
1:30—Phi Beta party a t the Alumni House.
7:15—Tertulia a t Casa Iberia.
3:15—Choir concert at the Chapel.

Saturday, April 17
9:00—Kappa Alpha Dance.
Sunday, April 18
2:00—Horse show a t Dubsdread Stables.
3:15—Senior Recital of Mary Branning, voice.
Tuesday, April 20
7:00—French Club
7:30—Rollins Scientific Society.
Wednesday, April 21
3:40—Assembly—Movie in the Annie Russell Theatre.
3:15—Orchestra concert in the Annie Russell Theatre.

Weekly

by Undergraduate

Students

oj

Rollins
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EDITORIAL

Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name
imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a feer,
wonderfully
attractive and extensive in circulation; all these will be
found ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary
qualities of
the
Sandsfur.

Many Jobs—
(Continued from page 1)
In each of the job divisions listed, Varsity Magazine points up the
outstanding positions: in Transportation, for example, there are
airline passenger - relations jobs
available. In the Summer Camp
field, public and settlement camps
often give jobs to inexperienced
applicants^—although they pay less.
Job counselors interviewed by

Editor of the Sandspur
Rollins College.
Fellow Students,
We have elected a new Student
Council president, so, as long as
I was not asked to make a 'farewell
address' I will take it on my own
to do so in this letter.
First, I should like to stress the
importance of every student giving his Student Council his full cooperation. We have already shown
how the Student Council can be a
highly potent tool for the development of democratic principles. For
example, during the recent injustice, there was almost complete cooperation from the student body,
and as a resultt, we succeeded in
having our voice and advice recognized. So let's learn our lesson
and all pull together with our i
and able president, Art Swacki

Second, I would like to extend my
congratulations to the editor and
staff of the Sandspur for the
marked improvement they have
shown in the school paper. If you
continue to remain as impartial and
unbiased as you have been in the
past two editions, you can rest assured that we readers are thorThe first item this week is not ughly satisfied with the publicareally from the outside, but I found tion. And what's better than a
it in the same spot as my other satisfied customer?
little bundles of joy -are left every
Thanks for your time, your coweek, so I don't know quite how operation, and the experience you
else to classify it. The author of have given me. It has been a pleathe column
"dot-dot-dot-dot-dot sure to serve as the president of
Signifying Nothing" and I have your Student Council. I remain.
Very sincerely yours,
been having it out now for about
Dick Every,
two weeks because the printers inRetired President
sisted upon leaving out all five dots
Student Council.
in his title. At first the author was
quite patient about the whole thing,
That's all right, Dick, we would
telling me to leave all the dots in have printed it anyway.
—.Ed.
because Signifying Nothing signified nothing unless it was written
dot-dot - dot - dot - dot Signifying
Nothing to prove t h a t it was p a r t
of a quotation. He went on to say
t h a t if I didn't know what the quotation was he would gladly relieve
my mind. I fear that this friendly
We certainly have a fine bunch
attitude is a thing of the past, how- of gentlemen on this campus, don't
ever, for this week, after the print- you think ? Seve!ral of us enrotue
er remained adamant and left his to the dock the other day for our
title shorn of it dots for the second water skiing lesson were nearly
time, he rose up in righteous wrath, swept off our feet by the actions
quoted MacBeth's fifth act solilo- of one J. Flannelly. He literally
quy in its entirely ("Tomorrow, ripped off his shirt and spread it
and tomorrow, and tomorrow", etc) over a cluster of sandspurs in the
and called me among other things, path in order to prevent us from
a twit. That really stung, for we cutting our dainty feet! Later on,
had been really trying to please as we approched the beanery for
everyone, and being labeled as a our evening repast, a dashing
twit after only two issues was real- bunch of K. A.'s threw open the
ly discouraging. The thought of door for us, and a swarming mass
what we would be known as by the of X Club-ers practically fought to
end of the year was very depress- see who would take our trays and
ing.
escort us to our table. We enjoyed
Then there was the little missive snch a peaceful meal, too. The men
in
white stood patiently at their
from Steve Hannigan Associates
with "For Immediate Release" in posts waiting for us to finish our
meal,
have our cigarettes, and linlarge hopeful letters about the
Radio Debut of Lassie and Red- ger over our coffee for a while before
starting
to clear the table.
heart dog food. (Have you ever
tasted Redheart? It's my favorite.) Near ten o'clock, we decided to go
to the center for our bedtime snack,
From the Board of Temperance and as we passed a table of Lambda
Clipsheet we hear that a man and Chi's, they jumped to their feet
his wife of Minneapolis gleefully and offered us their chairs. They
sold their house for an eight hun- claimed they had been sitting there
dred dollar profit and then spent it too long anyway! Casually we sat
all on liquor when they couldn't find there sipping our coffee and wonanother one. "When picked up the dering when the day would come
next week" The Clipsheet goes on, that the men would offer to do our
"they had fifty cents between them homework for us! . . . suddenly, my
and were quite inebriated." (Min- alarm clock went off, and I crawled
neapolis, home of the two gallon out of bed to make my eight-thirty
Zombie, with drinkers to match.)
The Prudish One.

From the

Outside

Cleaver in Clover

Friday, April 16
3:15—Senior Recital of Margie Fowler, voice.

Published

THUNDERING HEARD
Editor—Rollins Sandspur
Dear Sir:
What are you trying to prove—
the saturation point of reader patience? I refer to that juvenile
chunk of malicious gutterslush, the
Scoop. Some of the things t h a t
have appeared there have been not
only untrue, but positively libelous.
It is a pretty picture, when a college paper has to resort to such
tripe to fill up space.
Whoever it is that TS responsible
for the scoop should think twice
or three times before he drags
someone into his "Shaft Poll" for
the sake of a little cheap sensationalism, for there are too many students around the campus who are
getting really hurt by what appears in it. As an example, I cite
the drink slinging episode t h a t was
in the last issue. Brother, (or Sister) that was just plain nasty!
Sincerely,

Varsity Magazine, however, almost
unanimously suggested a wideopen field for self-employment: the
small, one or two-man day-camp.
As these authorities point out in
the April issue, no capital is needed—little practical experience is
necessary—and when the venture
is operated intelligently, returns
are good. But—in this field, as in
the others—opportunities are going fast. So—act to get your job
now!

THURSDAY, APRIM5.1948

SANDSPUR

IT CAN
Democracy vs Third Party
HAPPEN HERE
by Bert Mullen
one segment of the group. GenerMr. Wattles sent a stream of
tobacco-juice into a convenient
wastebasket.
"Unfortunate," said Dr. Starr,
nervously fingering his seersucker
jacket.
"Persecution of Liberals!" said
Dr. France, hammering his fist
through a table-top for effect.
"Ah don't think it's so ba-ad."
said Mrs. Dean with an optimistic
chuckle that was quickly silenced
by the dark looks of her collegues.
"Lamentable," said Dr. Starr,
"that our teachings should evidently have had so little efficacy toward
developing a rational political
awareness, t h a t . . . oh, hell, here's
that Bibemian so-and-so. . . .'
"Curse yo' Anglophile hide," said
the black-shirted Flannelly, who
was flanked by Bert Mullin and ;
host of athletic material. "Say 'Th
Irish are the master race' twenty
times", he commanded, fingering
his Webley-Vickers. Starr coughed
and cleared his throat, but his embarrassment was cut short by the
entrance of President Holt.
"Ah-ha," said Mullin, irrespectfully, "Say 'all my work toward
world government has been com
pletely in vain' fifty times."
"I agree with you, my boy," retorted Holt.
"And if you want world government," said Flannelly, "we'll give
it to you." The black-shirts roared
with obscene laughter. It was evi
dent t h a t they were all high a!
kites; canabis had long since be
come the accepted currency among
the black-shirt rulers of the nation. . . .
This fictitious condition could
well become fact. Fascist Flannelly and his contemptible sandwich-selling reactionary friend are
already formulating a long-range
program which will begin with the
subjugation of Rollins, continue
with the annihilation of civilization as we know it, and conclude
with the establishment of a panCeltic world located under water
on the lost continent of Mu.
We must be vigilant of our liberties before it is too late. Their
uprising will begin with small suppressions, such as the deportation
to Russia of Boris Arnov; it will
go on to the machine-gunning of
all ex-Roosevelt voters; then to the
atomic self-destruction of America
by America-Firsters because of too
much in America being un-American. The survivors of this blast
will follow one another around in a
huge circle, like Fabre's worms,
carrying the problem of "who's going to investigate the man who investigates the man who investigates m e " to its logical conclusion.
These nefarious conspirators are
already formulating
ideological
slogans to support a coming clash
between national governments A
and B; you can already detect them
warming up on the sidelines of
campus politics and the bop vs.
Dixieland issue. There is one ray
of hope: I have a friend who has
a theory that cats are destined to
top humans on the evolutionary
scale because they are developing
an opposed thumb. T^e cats should
be ready about Avhen the last vestiges of radioactivity are gone. Being a cat-lover from way back, I
have hopes for them.
J . Van Metre.

Conservatory Comment
By P a t Furey
ROLLINS COLLEGE
CONSERVATORY O F MUSIC
Christopher 0 . Honaas, Director
Presents
MARY-EUGENIA BRANNING
Soprano
SENIOR RECITAL
Phyllis Sias at the piano
Sunday Evening, April Eighteenth
Nineteen Hundred Forty-Eight i
at eight-fifteen o'clock
I
ANNIE RUSSELL THEATRE
Winter Park, Florida
PROGRAM
I.
Madchens Wunsch
Chopin
Seit Du Da Bist
. . , - r - - Wolfe
Una Voge Poco Fa
Rossini
from II Barbiere di Siviglia

n.
La Maja Y EI Ruisenor .. Granados
MARJORIE ANN FOWLER
No Lloreis Ojuelos
Granados
V.
Chere Nuit
Bachelet
"Mad Scene"
Donizetti
Bonjour, Suzon ._
— Delibes
from Lucia di Lammermoor
IIL
Ah! Fors E Lui
Verdi
Junior Recital—Sunday evening,
from La Traviata
April 25, 8:15. Winter Park WomIntermission
an's Club—Martha McDonald, piIV.
anist, Michael Malis, baritone.
With Verdure Clad
Handel
Senior Recital—Friday evening.
Lilacs
Rachmaninoff
May 7, 8:15. Annie Russell Theatre
How Sweet the Place
—Ernie Walker, tenor, assisted by
Rachman inoff
olinist.
Over the Steppe
Gretchaninoff ^ Barnard Friedland,

Marjorie Ann Fowler, talented
voice major, will present her senior
recital in the Annie Russell Theatre
Friday evening, April 16, at 8:15
o'clock. She will be accompanied by
Phyllis Sias of the Conservatory.
All students and faculty are cordially invited to attend. The program is as follows:
Nymphs and Shepherds _
Purcell
My Heart Ever Faithful
Bach
From "Pentecost Cantata"
These Are They
Gaul
From "The Holy City"
II.
Standchen
_„.
^.„ Strauss
Mondnacht
Schumann
Widmung
Schumann
Haiden-Roselein _
„. Schubert
Ungeduld
... Schubert
Ballatella ...
From "Paf
INTERMISSION
Ouvre ton coeur
Bizet
Apres un reve
___ Faure
: vivre
Gounod
Vals ; Arietta from "Romeo and
Juliet'
Do Not Go My Love
(Continued on page 3)

For one of the few times in our ally this group has not had any exnational history, the United States perience in politics, business, nor
has a bilateral foreign policy, a know very much about history,
policy t h a t has resulted in the pool- Sociology, philosophy, and a smating of the most capable men in both tering of newspaper reading gives
of our political parties, the Repub- them their qualifications to "lead
lican and the Democratic. The result the poor masses out of their persehas been apparent to all intelligent cuted status".
observers, harmonious action and
Then we have the minority
quick results in the policy of aiding groups t h a t believe they are beine
a starving Europe, and the tempo- oppressed. In some cases this may
r a r y checking of another imperial- have some foundation in fact, referistic dictatorship, Russia.
ring to the Negro, but they are sadThis policy of national unity in ly mistaken if they think poor
the face of external aggression has Henry can do anything about them.
not found favor with a small minor- Education, not registration will aid
ity of our citizens, however. They, them, and education requires time.
with another group of political disNow we come up against the
sidents, followed by a hard core "Protesters".
TheSe politically
of Communists and fellow-travel- ignorant souls believe the followlers, have joined forces under the ing:
banner of t h a t political chameleon^
"I do not like Harry Truman
HENRY A. WALLACE.
therefore I will vote for Henry
Henry Wallace has been a Re- Wallace although I do not believe
publican, a Democrat, A New Deal- in all of his theories. I guess that
er, and now he is either a Socialist will show H a r r y Truman!"
or a Communist, although I do not
Of course these, people are also
believe he is the latter. I t is un- anti-republican, but it makes no
fortunate t h a t we have to mention difference to them that they will
W^allace as being a presidential con- put in a p a r t y even more against
tender, as it is a blemish on the their principles than even Truman.
record of our citizens' voting in
And,of course, we have the Comtelligence to think t h a t they can munist P a r t y members that are
believe his wild and fanatical only too glad to join in the fray
diatribes, to say nothing of follow- and create even more confusion.
ing him.
The latter group is also prepared
Wallace has never been elected to take over the reins at any apto a public office, unless one con- propriate moment, a moment which
siders the Vice President as being they would create.
elected. (People vote for the PresiThe uneducated laboring man in
dent and accept the Vice Presi- the New York slum areas voted for
dent.) It seems strange for a man a man t h a t promised them the
to run for a national office as he is things they didn't have. It made
doing, W H E N 97% O F T H E PEO- no difference to the politicians that
PLE IN HIS HOME STATE ARE they could not do all they promised.
AGAINST HIM.
I t is just as foolish for the rest of
The platform on which the Wal- the American public to even toy
lace p a r t y stands is the following: with the idea that Wallace can im1. Nationalism of the Iron, Coal, prove their lot in life. It is not the
and Railroad Industries.
duty of the government to look
2. Withdrawal from European after us, we have to look after ouraffairs.
selves. The duty of the govern3. Sending the Marshall Plan to ment is to protect us from economic
the U. N. to be worked out in ac- and political aggression by moneycordance with the charter.
mad and power-crazed individuals
4. Withdrawing our Armed or groups. I t is not that of feedForces from their present stations ing and clothing us to say nothing
throughout the world. (This in- of providing jobs. That opportuncludes
Trieste, Germany,
and ity was provided by our forefathers
China.)
when they wrote the Constitution
5. And in general, leaving the of the United States; the ability derest of the world to fight Commun- pends on the ambition of the indiism the best it can, without our vidual.
help — (Wallace believes the RusWe have differences between our
sians are really friendly. We are existing political parties that enthe ones t h a t are formenting War.) able the American people to dictate
When it comes to whether or not in what direction they want to go
the United States should re-arm, a s via the ballot box. If the majorusual, Wallace is as vague as a Lon- ity did not believe in our present
don fog.
foreign policy, they would soon let
There is his platform, and by a the government know of it in no
peculiar coincidence it just hap- uncertain terms. Contrary to the
pens to be the same as that of the beliefs of certain people, I do not
American Communist Party.
believe we are ruled by the moneyNow, just for the book, I am go- ed men of Wall Street, nor by the
ing off on a diatribe myself. I am international munitions makers.
not going to try and defend the
That we have fascists in this
Capitalistic System, it doesn't have country and communists too, we all
to be defended. It can stand on its know. However, there is no need to
own record in this country. A few fear either group if we the peo])ple Hen
reforms are needed; t h a t there are
letting pedagogues preaching
some inequalities' in our present foreign propaganda do our thinksystem, we all will admit. But t h a t ing for us.
does not call for a group representWe are in no danger of going
ing less than 6% of the public to Communist at the present moment,
get up in a time of emergency and nor of going Fascist either, by way
cry "dovTO with the government", of the ballot box. But we are too
s is a government of evolution, pathetic. The will of the majornot revolution. In time the in- ity can be most effectively shown
equalities will be ironed out. But by the intelligent votes we cast. Re*
when they are, it will be the ma- member, the vote is no longer just
jority of the American people t h a t
privilege, it is a duty, a duty that
will do the ironing, and not a mi- if neglected long enough, m^J
nority group of political dissidents some day be irrevocably lost.
and
non-conformists
following
We Americans have a tradition
false foreign idealogies.
of putting our politicians in on a
The followers of the third p a r t y a ballot and of removing them on
same Bml
movement are not numerous, but ballot. Let's not make the same
;tatedlSi
they are vociferous. They are also mistake certain European stal
lowAvi
divergent in what they believe made by putting a party into po^
ought to be done. It is impossible on a ballot t h a t will have to bee r « * (
to classify them all under one head- moved by way of a bullet. Because
ing.
it has not happened is no assurance
The theoretical idealists form ' that, "it can't happen here'

S C O O P
Adeline Williamson can say, "I
knew
him
when."
President
Swacker has no comment. Tomorrow's headlines today: Adeline
Williamson in first place. Dana
Abbot, who was in first place last
week, has recovered wonderfully.
She is constantly seen with Mr.
William Gordon from Boston. So,
Helen Fines is forced to second.
Miss Sue Brauer was down from
New York last week. Her oncewas we mean "Steady McBride",
could only see her now and then because of his new gal, Ann Garner.
But they were seen holding hands
several
times.
Which
leaves
Swindle, as usual, trying
Then there's Ken Roswell ,also, trying. Nancy Brinkman is also doing

a g r e a t job after her crackup w ' '
Joe Masters, which we failed to r«ognize a t the time. What does Freq
Taylor do when Terry is with ^m
Rinck ? He bites his finger nailS'
Watch out son, it's a long fall before you can pull out. We k'"*
missed on our prediction last •»••«*;
We haven't got the definite •«'"'
on Carolyn Maass, so she is ^'"
around third place. We'll keep >''
posted Carolyn. Sniffy Danids
pulling into home and about to sts'
all over again. As for BicW''
Hilyard and David Clark, WEW
Overheard: "What would y""
say if I told you I loved you." WM.
said it? Punchy Polak. To who*
did he say it ? Corky Hall. Wlie«
Flannagans party.

\
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CAMPUS KEYHOLERS
by Jinx
New officers of the Independent
Women who will rule Corrin next
year are Joan Leonard, president;
Nancy Neide, vice president; Shirley Christianson, secretary; Ann
Turley, treasurer; Pat Burgoon,
intramural Representative; Helen
Ellis and Pat Meyer, Student council representatives; Barbara Cavicchi and Mary Frances Hill, student council alternates.

believe I'^
food
sumed so fast, and the laughter
heard after one of Jo Harder's
prize remarks is no doubt still
ringing from that picnic ground.
Sunday morning and breakfast
in the Phi Mu living room—who
was the cook? Those eggs and that
bacon were mighty good. And as
usual many were off to spend the
rest of the day at Daytona. Seen
hurrying away from the breakfast
table were Marcia, Rima, Alice,
Maggie, Beverly, and Nancy, all
ready to get tbe latest "look" in
suntans.
To add a perfect finish to the
Week-end was Olga Llano's Junior
Recital. Congratulations to you
Olga for a beautiful job. Yes Music really "Hath Charms."

SANDSPUR

PROFILE

grandmother. She returned to college Sunday.
j
Alison Hennig spent the weekend '
at her home in Tarpon Springs,;
driving down Saturday to be with
her mother, Mrs. Jay Hennig.

The Lambda Chi's spent a very
sunny weekend at the Pelicawi. Don
and Martha, Buddy and Mona,
Charlie and Norma, Dave and
Penny, were the usual couples,
while Sabe and Jo Ann, Jim and Jo
Independent show try-outs were
G. and guests Paul Odom and Sue,
held last week and revealed promand Jack and Louis completed the
ising prospects again this year.
lists. Of course there were the
Doris Gentry spent the weekend
usual stags of H.B. Fred, and
in West Palm Beach with her parKeith, who were constantly seen j
eating, sleeping, and, you know
ents and Johnny, while Pat Meyer
what.
visited in BeLand.
Lambda Chi wishes to congratulate the newly elected officers of j
by C. P .
A busy man these days is Art Stiident Council and to wish them I
Kappa Kappa Gamma is proud to Swacker. Besides his duties as all the success in the world in their
announce the initiation of: Nancy prexy of the student council and coming year of office. We also like
by C. P.
Butts, Jean Clancy, Margot Hache, the X club. Art is also the romantic to express our thanks for tbe fine
When the Kappas hear that firm,
Betty Downing, Marnee Norris, lead in the forthcoming Independ- support given our candidate, Jim
Dot Stone, Billie Moore, Maud Tris- ent show. . . . Last Saturday night McMenemy.
determined step on the stair at
men, Barbara Roth, Martha Dalry- was old home week at Harper's for
eight in the morning they know
mple, Carolyn Maass ,Beverly Hed- many of the clubbers. Among those
that Alice O'Neal is starting anby P. J.
rick, on Tuesday, April 6, after present were: "Cherry pickin'"
Last week end found some empty other of her full, well organized
which a banquet was held at the Bob Smathers, Frank Pollock, and
Kappa Hearthstone, at which Mar- Pat Wheaton, Pete Faye and Nan rooms in the dorm. Marilyn Hoff- days.
nee Norris received the Ambler Morgan, Bob Daniels and Sonny man was off to Tarpon Springs to
Born in Indianapolis, Indiana, Al
Award donated by Alice O'Neal for Little, Bill Koch and Freddie Som- see C. J.; Mona Morris and Jackie has distinguished herself there, as
the most outstanding pledge of mers and etc. . . . Dixie and Bud Bullock were gone to New Smyrna. well as on the Rollins campus.
1947-48. Margot Hache received are still fishing every Sunday while We anticipate another absent this When people hear Alice's name
v/eek as Nan Morgan is planning
Honorable Mention.
Howard Fisher is still wearing out to attend the Easter dances at the they connect her immediately with
golf — and rightfully so! "Legs",
The Kappas were happy to have the pavement between here and
U. of Virginia.
(a nickname acquired in her freshSue Brauer and Molly Ruggs Giles Daytona Beach. . . . Jupe Arnold
man year) captured the Indiana
back for a short visit.
is still courting Ginger Brooks and
by Aggie
State Title in 1946 and the IndiaMost of the Kappas spent the Dub Palmer is playing the field.
The Chi Omegas are happy to napolis City championship in 1946,
week-end at the beach: Tex and Otis Mooney has been voted fire
Tram, Bev and Dan, Sally and Ed, chief of the X Club, in charge of announce the initiation of Eleanol- as well as many other tournaments.
Hummell
and Ruth Schmidt on She bas been on the Rollins golf
Janet and Fish to mention a few.
all hoses and fire extinguishers. He
team for four years and with her
Beverly Burcham entertained the has already one indictment against Monday, April 5.
This week found the Chi 0 house roommate and golf partner, Lee
Kappas with a lovely coke party at Pete Dye for turning in a false
Bongart, is often seen leaving for
rather
quiet
except
for
its
usual
her home in Orlando last Saturday. alarm which resulted in Colonel Ed
screams, giggles, and "is that so's", various other matches in the winMotch's boudoir being flooded . . . .
but Ginger did make a journey to ter golf circuit. Their most excitWatch this column for the an- Jacksonville for the weekend—it ing victory of the year was over
Down Sigma Nu Way this past nouncment of the winner of the seems Nodie wasn't here either— Kirk and Kirby in the Miami Twoweek we have all been pulling for Madame X contest. She will be and Ruth also departed from the ball earlier in the year. Alice will
Brother Harry James for the office chosen by the authority on such Rollins campus and had a grand go to the West Coast to try her
of Vice-President of the Student- matters and will receive a ticket time in Miami—nice tan, Ruth! skill in the National and West
Council. I wish at this time to kill good for one date with that poor Just ask Rhoda about her terrific Coast amateur tournaments after
publicly all rumors that C. Parker man's Clark Gable; Happy Clarki time at Emory in Atlanta, Ga.
her graduation, and will return
Simpson is backing Henry Wallace In an interview, the inimitable Hap
here for the winter golf circuit next
year.
for president. Parker has stated said that to insure the lucky gal
by Jo
to me that as of yet he has no polit- a good time, he would flash her
Birthday
parties
have
kept
us
up
But golf is far from Alice's only
ical affiliation. Brother Bill O'Hara double whammy. . . .
too late more than once this week! interest. It is one gal in a million
and Friend Art Swacker were seen
Sunday
night,
we
celebrated
Monthat
is considered so highly reliable
in Harpers last Saturday night
ica Egan's birthday with an after- that she is selected for such honors
by A. H.
with two very beautiful Conover
hours party; half way through the as the Secretary of the Studentmodels from New York, who at the
The Florida Gamma Chapter of cake, though, she announced that Faculty Committee, RoUins Advispresent time are stationed at Day- Pi Beta Phi entertained Friday afher birthday wasn't till Thursday, ory Committee,, Inner Council, Roltona Beach on detached duty mod- ternoon at a tea given at Mayflower so again we treked upstairs Thurslins Building Committee, and Who's
eling bathing suits. Brother Dick Hall in honor of Mrs. T. N. Alford, day and did the thing up right! Pris
Who in American Colleges and UniKnott has been in the shop for the editor of the Arrow, official pub- Likely was given a surprise party versities. These are only a few of
past week having a hundred-hour lication of the fraternity. Mrs. Al- by her roommate, Marcy Austin, Al's numerous activities. She also
check. Brother Andrew C. Tom- ford arrived in Winter Park, this week, so the Gamma Phi's are represents Kappa on the Student
asko is due for a major engine Thursday night, after having made full of punch and cake.
Council, has balanced their comoverhaul sometime this month. visits to chapters in Zeta Province.
Monica went home for the week plicated budget as Treasurer for
Last Saturday night also saw a , During her stay at Rollins she conend to Fernandina Beacb, better the past two years, not to mention
very successful party attended by I ferred with the officers of the fraknown as Fredonia! Her dog, participation in all intramurals, bemany Sigma Nu brothers at the ternity, and gave an interesting acDaisy, died this week; we extend ing on Varsity Basketball and golf.
El Patio Club. Sigma Nu's and count of the functions of Pi Beta our deepest sympathy.
With all of these activities it
their "babes" included Bill and Phi to members in an informal
Orchids are in order for Vicki seems rather impossible that She
Dana, Ralph and Bobbie, C. Parker meeting Friday night. She left
Jordis who is now wearing the could be majoring in such a diffiand Alice, Harry and G.B., "Fats" Saturday for St. Petersburg, after
white star of Sigma Nu. Congratu- cult subject as biology. But this,
and Pat. Dick and "Hot Mama" a meeting and luncheon with the lations, Bob!
too, she does with that unassuming
Hendricks, Fitz and Barbara, Jerry Alumnae of Orlando, planning to
Seen at the beach this weekend ease that is so typically Alice.
and Jeannie. "Bulldog" and Dixie, complete the circuit of chapters in
were Helen Fines, our Independent
There are many things for which
and last but not least, "John" and this territory before returning to
suite-mate, with her friends from Alice will be remembered on campI Willa.
her home in Coronado, Calif.
North Carolina, at Daytona; Jo us — her quiet sincerity, her deRosemary Haven left during the Gunter and Jim Anderson, and Peg pendability, and her genuine underby Bev
week for a short trip to her home Lawwill and Jack,Bellman, at the standing and interest. We won't
in Little Rock, Arkansas. She plans Pelican for the Lambda Chi week- forget the little standing jokes of
The Phi Mu week-end started off
to be away for a week, returning to end.
Alice's washing Lee's socks and
with a bang on Friday afternoon
Rollins Wednesday.
Seen in the center every day this packing her clothes so they may
when all the girls donned their
get off to another golf tournament;
week:
Marge
Colt
reading
her
letbest bib and tucker and headed for
ter from the Navy; Gamma Phi's her various nicknames, "Pirate"
Sue Adams' home. Refreshments
and "Legs", which have become
and
Delta
Chi's
in
conference
after
Margy
Mountcastle
spent
the
and chatting seemed to be the order
legendary in the Kappa House; and
for the afternoon. Then on to Eli- weekend in West Palm Beach, conference about the dance; Dee
most of all we won't forget that
nore Voorhis' home for dinner and while other Pi Phi's sunned them- and Milt.
We are wondering if anyone— warm smile of friendliness.
more of the same (chatting that is) selves at Daytona Sunday.
maybe Penny, Jo, or Helen—could
So as those familiar footsteps
plus entertainment by certain inexplain club-sandwich dating to fall for the last time on the stairs
dividuals gifted with voice and
nimble fingers.
Anita Donnersberger left Friday us? Or maybe Dick Knott could, of Pugsley, Alice will enter into
a new phase of life, into a new caSaturday afternoon the chapter by plane for Sarasota, where she
reer. We sincerely hope that the
by Brownie
invited their dates to a boat trip joined her mother who was called
There were none. Babbit the old adage 'Gone, but not forgotten'
iOn the lakes of Mt. Dora. I don't there by the illness of the former's
Rabbit and the Rat have been scav- will express in a small way our
miration for a truly fine girl.
engering this week.

Phi Lam Breakfast
by Marjory Colt
The Alpha Phi Lambda's gave a
breakfast Sunday morning, April
l l t h from 11:00 to 12:00 in the enclosure between Lyman and HookHalls to honor the new student
council officers — Art Swacker,
president; Harry James and Hugh
Davis, both still running for the
e of vice-president at the time;
and Bev Burkhart, secretary. Representatives from each of the
sororities served as hostesses.
Coffee and sweet rolls were served.
These after Chapel breakfasts certainly are becoming quite the
thing!

Chi O Pledges
Give Patio Dance
Sunday, April 11, the Chi Omega
pledges gave an informal dance on
the center patio. They had planned
no special theme for their party
but nature aided them a bit by furnishing one of the most beautiful
overlings of the year. Cookies and
very delicious lemonade were
served while many of the Rollins
family tripped the light fantastic
to the music of the center's juke
box placed outside for the occasion.
There should be more of these Sunday night gatherings. They're fun.

Gently Down The Stream
My normal footgear around the
college is — or are — moccasins.
But I haven't been wearing them
3ver a week now. I haven't got
them. My mother stole them.
Sometimes I hate my mother. It's
this way.
My brother (it's all his fault,
really) and I like to take our shoes
off in the house and pad around
barefoot. And my brother used to
leave his moccasins in the living
room and there they were when my
mother would come down in the
m.orning. The first two or three
times she just objected. The next
two or three she served them up
for breakfast. Still she'found them
in the living room. So she gave
notice that they would disappear if
she found them there again. And
she did, and they did. After a couple of days they were returned.
But almost the next day she was
forced to dispose of a pair of loafers. These were unearthed later by
means of a frantic search conducted by my brother and one of his
ubiquitous friends who was cluttering up the house at the time. Much
jubilation, but gloom again when
they vanished within a week (some
people just can't learn). This time
they stayed hid, despite an intensive hunt. After a week my brother gave in , promised to be a better
boy, and was told that the loafers
were in the oven. Which they were.
He carried them triumphantly into
the living room, changed into them
from the moccasins he was wearing
and left the house. Guess what he
didn't have a pair of for a week.
But this time he was cured and has

friendly, interested scrutiny. I felt
just as though I had been dipped
I silver paint. "This", said I to
[yself, "I must become acquainted
with". But she vanished for a couple of days, reappearrng next on
the dock one afternoon, wearing a
white bathing suit. I wrenched my
gaze away from a girl known only
hen as the Panther Woman,
and turned to the babe at my side.
Who is that", I demanded, "and
while we're at it, who are you?"
Nan van Zile" said the attractive creature, "And that is Anne
Smith, and I've know her all my
life, and we are both from Jacksonville."

Choral Vespers—

and Mrs. A. C. H. Dean, Mr. and
Mrs. Manly Duckworth, Commander and Mrs. Leonard Dyer, Dean
Arthur D. Enyart, Dr. Wm. Trufant Foster, Mr. Harlow G. Frederick, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney W.
Haley, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Halverstadt, Col. Alfred Hasbrouck,
Mrs. E. Hicks Herrick, Dr. Byam
Hollins, Dr. Hamilton Holt, Dr.
Arthur K. Hutchins, Dr. and Mrs.
Wilbur F. Jennings, Dr. Ruth Jew(Continued on page 4)

The status stayed quo for a couple of weeks, and then one Saturday night I was strolling by the
conservatory. In one of the winI spied Ken Newbern flinging
himself at a Beethoven opus with
his customary zzeal. I went in and
whoops, there was Anne Smith
stretched on the window seat. Presently Ken introduced us, and I had
arrived. Before the evening was
over I had taken her down to Doc's
for a milk shake and discovered
that she had green eyes. Some
weeks later I put this last bit of
information into the column, but it
went out for reasons of space.
Anyhow, all this is an exception
to a rule I try to keep: never mention people in here unless they do
something I feel like writing about.
Actually Annie has; last fall she
formed, single-handed, the HDSAS,
but I can't go into detail about
that; I'd get tom limb from limb,
and short-sheeted, too. Suffice it
is to mention that the post oflFice
was nearly perfumed out of exist
And all this time I was busy be- ence. So I merely say that I like
ing amused. I thought it was all to talk to her; she possesses an unvery, very funny. Until a week dercurrent of humor. The reason
or so ago when I was getting that I am finally writing about you,
dressed one morning and a HOR- Annie, is that pathetic story you
RIBLE thought struck me. I handed out about lying in your
charged into the living room and life's blood and thinking you had
my worst fears were realized. No never been mentioned in the colmoccasins. Not any. Since then, umn. I have been thinking about
I have been wearing tennis shoes that ever since. Here you are;
One moccasin, useless to me by it- Anne Bennington Smith, Writer,
self, has been returned via th( Actress, Artist, et cetera. Oh yes,
breakfast table. I have hunted
I've never seen her hurry, and that
through the house fairly thor\ like too. People go too fast, and
oughly, but can't find the other. So,
get here just the same. So Anne
Ma, please, if thee hasn't given
me back my other moccasin by the and I go slowly.
Just to end things off. The
time thee reads this, can't I have
freshman biology class finished
it now? Please!
cutting up and drawing pictures of
Way back in the first week of frogs last week, and each member
October, 1946, I returned to Rol- handed in their set of drawings of
lins College. All tbe students were all the innards. Each was in a
new to me. And I hadn't been on folder and labeled as to owner and
hand more than two days, when, contents. The most succinctly imone evening as I was lounging in aginative folder read as follows:
the center (I didn't realize what a
She's lovely
bad habit I was catching) a girl
She's dissected
passed me. She gave me a look I
She uses Ponds
can only describe as intriguing. A I
Pat Pierce.

....Signifying Nothing
You know, there's really something about gossip that broadens
your mind. The author can't place
this Idiotic finger on a single reabut he finds that conversations
about other people stimulate the
urge to rectify any weak points his
own personality may show.
That, of course, is a minor credit
to loose talk. The major good that
results from idle commentaries of
one's reactions to others is the material, constructive, beneficial good
it does his reputation on campus.
For example, the Idiot underheard Sally Carmen say to Lolo
Tarriph the other day that the
trouble with Professor Wilson is
that he grades you the first day
of the term. Now it wouldn't be
Idiotic to ignore that choice bit of
information—is copy it and spread
it around. The Idiot hadn't known
that about Prof. Wilson.
To prove the Idiot's point, notice
during the week how Prof. Wilson
changes his grading system. And
notice, too, how his reputation
doubles and how many people
transfer into his class.
Once you've seen (what the Idiot
considers) good from gossip, adjust your schedule — even though
you may have to drop Aesthetics—
to allow more time for coffee-table

If you have trouble arranging
(Continued from page 1)
for chatting 101-S, come see the
Choir. Following is a list of the
thor in hi"; office. He will sancsponsors:
tion any change.
Sponsors For Choral Vespers
—The Idiot.
By Don
Wm. S. Beard, Dr. and Mrs. E. T.
Goodman O r g a n V e s p e r s Brown, Mrs. George Bullock, Mrs.
(Continued from pag-e 2)
Albert E. Campbell, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Hageman Donald A. Cheney, Dean Marian
The Cuckoo
Liza Lehmann Van B. Cleveland, Mrs. H. L. Conant, Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Crimmins,
Music I Heard With You
._
Richard Hageman Dean and Mrs. T. S. Darah, Coy.
The Wind's In The South
John Prindle Scott
Margie Ann has appeared in nuerous student recitals in Dyer
Memorial, and last year presented
her junior recital at the Winter
Park Woman's Club. She sang for
the Pi Kappa Lambda ceremony
honoring Susan H. Dyer last year,
and for the Phi Beta program honoring new sponsors.
Margie has been guest soloist for
Organ Vespers, for Wednesday
Music Club and Sorosis programs,
as well as numerous other civic
clubs in Orlando. She has appeared
on radio programs over two stations in Orlando, including the Central Florida Artists Series. She
has sung for the Women's University Club and various resort hotels
in Winter Park. Last year, Margie
was the soloTst for the Rollins
bridal fashion show at YowellDrew-Ivey Co. in Orlando.
On Friday, March 5, she entered
the "Stars of Tomorrow" contest
at the Beacham Theater and won
the prize, which consisted of a new
Philco radio. She was later chosen
as one of the five top winners by
Paul Whiteman at the American
Broadcasting Co.
Margie has been heard as guest
soloist in m a n y of Orlando's
churches, and during her sophoSecond Floor of Fashion
more and junior years, was the

IVEY'S

SUN AND FUN SHOP

The Pioneer Cleaners of Winter Park

UNIVERSAL CLEANERS
A Particular Place for Particular People

121 West Park Ave.
Phone 197

J a c k and Gene say —
"Meet Me A t T h e T e p e e "

Free Parking on West Park Ave.

FEATURING

JIMMIE THOMAS
AT THE PIANO

Bathing Trunks and
Leisure Shorts
Jantzen — Robert Bruce — Skipper

lEPEE CLUB
947 Orange Ave.
PHONE 231R

WINTER PARK

$2.95 u p

R. C.BAKER
202 PARK AVENUE

IS READY TO SERVE

soloist at the First Church of
Christ Scientist.
She is a member of Gamma Phi
Beta social sorority and Phi Beta
National Honorary Music and
I Speech Fraternity.

Ivey's Sun & Fun Shop

. . . . an outstanding
group of smartly comfortable summer sports
togs, all action-aimed
for "perfect form" in
Ivey's new Sun & Fun
Shop on the 2nd Floor.
Longs, shorts and middlins — playsuits, swim
suits and wonderful
skirts and blouses await
your selection.

'(2^

YOWELL
DREW

The Fashion and Quality Store Since 1894
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SANDSPUR

TARS D O W N TALLAHASSEE 21-5,- 8-5
KLUB TAKES KA'S
10 CLINCH TITLE
INST

within a third of i L inning of a no-hitter
against F.S.U.

Johnny Grey, who (

COEDS IN SPORTS
by Nancy Morrison
The most outstanding event last week was the annual "Play Day*'
with Webber College on Saturday, April tenth. Rollins won by a slight
margin winning three out of the five sports played. The first event was
two ping-pong doubles matches at the center patio. Webber College
was victorious in both matches, for Patty McFadden and Lauralie Irvine
(Webber) defeated Shirley F r y and yalery Stacy three games to one,
while Millie Webber and Margaret King (Webber) defeated Harriet
Kirby and Marjory Reece three games to none. Again in the second
event Webber was successful in winning archery from the two Rollins
girls, Peggy Lawwill and Ileen Marrow with a total score of 563 points
to Rollins score of 491 points. After lunch Rollins became the victor by
winning the three remaining events, tennis, volleyball and swimming.
Marnee Norris lost only one game in the two set tennis match against
Larrie Scalar, ^nd in the doubles Marnee teamed with Elain Bracket to
beat the Webber team of Margaret King and Millie Webber 6-2. The
volleyball teams played a closely contested game in which during the
first half Webber kept slightly ahead, but finally in the second half Rollins gained a good lead to win thirty-five to twenty-five. The girls who
played on the Rollins volleyball team were; Gloria Schneider, Jackie
Briggerstaff, Corky Hall, Nancy Morrison, Margaret Bell, Doris Jensen,
Ann Lewis Turley, Janet Patton, Harriet Kirby, and Mary Upthegrove.
In the final event Kay Haenichen, Norma Jean Thaggard, Mary Upthegrove, and Mary Lee Aycrigg won the two hundred yard relay from
Doddie Shaw, who swam twice, Kathy Nichol, and Margo Burghard of
Webber. To conclude the play day Rollins's Tarpon Club gave an exhibition, and Mary Upthegrove, Dottie Aubino, and Margo Burghard (Webber) displayed their diving talents,
Shirley F r y became the new intramural singles champion after defeating Nancy Morrison in the final round last week 6-2, 6-4. The doubles
have yet to reach completion; however ,the Kappa team of Marnee Norrison upset the Theta's favored team of Shirley F r y and Jane Freeman
to reach the finals. The score of the closely contested match was 7-5,
7-5. The Kappas will play the winner of the Clarke-Brown vs. JensenGates match for the Championship.
The R-Club announces an All-State Sports Day a t Stetson on May
first. There will be competition among six colleges; Stetson, the University of Miami, Tallahassee, Webber College, the University of Tampa,
and Rollins, in softball and volleyball, and in the duo sports, archery,
tennis, cotton-hall golf, badminton, paddle tennis, ahd table tennis. All
girls interested in Playing many of these events for Rollins should see
Alice Acree right away.
Apr. 16—U. of Florida—Baseball—at Gainesville.
17—U. of Florida—Baseball—at Gainesville.
Apr. 16.—FSU—Golf—Tallahassee.
1 7 ~ U . of Florida—Golf—Gainesville.

by BiU Gordon
The X-Clubbers led by Art
Swacker downed both the Lambda
Chi's and K.A.'s in the playoff
games to settle the three-way tie.
Lambda Chi fell first before the
mighty X-Club six. Without too
much trouble they repeated their
feat by beating K.A. It looks as
though K.A .will have to start winning again if they expect to get
the Intramural cup.
H. B. Baxter had the honor of
putting the first ball in play this
year. Soon after H.B. tossed the
first ball in play and called out
"Play Ball", B. Windham of K.A.
whizzed one in for a strike and the
softball season was underway. The
K.A.'s took t h a t game but lost later
in the week to the league leading
Sigma Nu's. Sigma Nu gained top
honors by defeating both K.A. and
X-Club to the scores of 5-2 and 6-0,
respectfully. The superb pitching
of Don Allan and the combined
fielding and hitting of Ralph Reed,
Ken Flowers, and Oscar Caswell,
gave the Sigma Nu's easy victories.
Mr. Allan has an impressive strikeout record so far, with 18 in two
games. Dub Palmer, H. B. Baxter,
and Sam Hardman hurled
week. They all showed plenty of
Stuff. With a little more support
they will be hard to beat. A note
about the X-Club . . . this week
someone said that they had plenty
of batters but no hitters,
Next week we plan to print the
box scores, if we ever find the
scorebook.

Independ. Men's

Softball

The Independent Men's softball
team played their first game of the
season last week, a spirited encounter with Lambda Chi. Bill
Meares, Intramural Representative
for the Independent Men's Organization and manager of the team,
expressed a wish t h a t more men
would show up for the games. Any
one interested will be cordially
welcomed by Bill himself and all
the team. Just drop around a t
game time, 4:15, and take p a r t in
the show. Future games will be
played according to the following
schedule.
Monday, April 12, vs. X Club.
Friday, April 16, vs. K A.
Tuesday, April 20, vs. Sigma Nu.
Friday, April 23, vs. Delta Chi.
Wednesday, April 228, vs. Lambda Chi.
Monday, May 3, vs. X Club.
Friday, May 7, vs. K A.
Tuesday, May 11, vs. Sigma Nu.
Friday, May 14, vs. Delta Chi.

-^^^==^^====^=^=^

HAR

FAVOR TAXI
Next to Colony Theatre

CALL 107

539W.FAIRBi!INKS AVENUE
WINTE RPARK '

ELECTRICAL POLISHING
AND WAXING

SPRING
SALE

College Garage
210 W. Fairbanks Ave.
Phone 115

Wins/ Still
Unbeaten

Coxwain Emery on the way to the Wet Blue Yonder.

DID you KNOW?
By Ken Rowswell
That Don Hansen was an outstanding U. S. Marine trackman? His
time on the hundred yard dash is 9.6 seconds.
That Jack Flannelly, former backfielder for the University of Pittsburgh, Syracuse University, and Cornell gives Don a mighty close race
for his money?
That Harvard Cox has been the leading Intramural Basketball high
scorer for two years ?
That Harvard is making a mighty fine bid for the All-State Baseball
Team this year ? His batting has greatly improved and he has always
been recognized as a first rate fielder.
That John Gray has produced a scorching record so far this year ?
He is batting .740 and has 4 wins against 0 loses on the mound. Recently he pitched 9 ^ before F.S.U. could get a ball out of the infield.
That Rollins has not lost a baseball game to any team in Florida yet
this year?
That Wesley Davis, former Lambda Chi, is the only man to have
pitched a no hit, no run game in the last three years of Intramural Ball ?
That Buddy Behrens has yielded but 4 games to all of his opponents
combined in four Inter-Collegiate matches this year?
That Pete Fay is the only Varsity Freshman oarsman ? Nice work
Pete.
That Coach MacDowell's Gridders have tallied 3 points to every one
of their opponents ?
That Jack Kramer and Pauline Betts are former Rollins students?
That Bill Koch is a former Michigan State free-style champion?
That Harry Hegler recently had seven one putt greens in 9 holes?
That Hymie Goodwin had a hole in one on the No. 9 green while participating in a Inter-Collegiate match last year?
That Bob Humphries, on the same green in which he recently had a
hole in one, again drove the ball 110 yards into the cup last week? (Anything for a free carton of cigarettes.)
That two weeks ago Rollins faced 11 schools in one week and beat
10 of them?

Choral Vespers—
(Continued from page 3)
ett, Dr. and Mrs. Walter B. Johnston, Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Kitson,
Miss Mary Knapp, Mr. Wm. W.
Lewis, Miss Lillian B. Link, Mrh.
Flora L. Magoun, Dr. Meredith
Mallory, Mr. and Mrs. John Masek,
Mr. Wm. M. Mehan, Dr. and Mrs.
Wm. Melcher, Dr. Helen Moore,
Miss Elizabeth V. Neilson, Mr. and
Mrs. Wm. B. Newell, Dr. and Mrs.
George H. Opdyke, Mr. G. L. Perera, Mr. James D. Regan, Mrs.
George G. Scott, Mis Thelma Seese,
Miss Alice H. Southworth, Mrs.
Charles Sprague-Smith, Dean and
Mrs. Wendell C. Stone, Mrs. Henry
Alvah Strong, Mrs. Wm. E. Stark,
Mr. and Mrs. R. F . Taylor, Mr.
John Tiedtke, Dr. J. Spencer Voorhees, Mrs. George E. Warren, Miss
Anna B. Waternfan, Mr, and Mrs.
N. B. Woodbury, Mrs. Richard
Wright.
From Overheard:

DALLAS BOWER

714-R

For the Lasses of Rollins Classes
"CLASSROOM CLASSICS"
a new shipment of cottons in the lower
price bracliet — also

Soft Feminine Originals by
McMullen and Claire McCardell

LOHR-LEA
Dress Shop
12

1

"Nothing Too Good For Our Customers"

Scenic Trip Specialty
"Anywhere in the State"

PHONE

PER'S

Rollins Crew

PARK AVENUE

UNTIL APRIL 15TH
YOUR NAME OR |-i
MONOGRAM
free
ON EACH BOX OF
MATCHES PURCHASED
AT75C
BIG SAVINGS ON
WEDDING GIFTS
GRADUATION GIFTS
FINE STATIONERY
BRADFORD'S

Rollins Press
Store, Inc.
"NEAR THE BANK"

Andy Tomasko: Between women
and food, I'll take food.
Still hungry Andy?

For Every Occasion
THE

WINTER LAND
CLEANERS
Phone 676-J

1021 Orange Ave.

211 East Welbourne Ave.
Gifts
For All Occasions
Lovely Bernates and
Minerva Yarns
Argyle Packs — Needles
Books & Instructions

SEE NEIGHBOR
FOR ALL YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE
NEEDS

WIKTIR IWRK • PHONE ' I S O

Prices — Matinee 44c
Evening 50c — tax inc.
Continuous from 2:00 P. M.

Thursday-Friday-Saturday
Florida! On

I be sho

fur

they can't Escape

"ESCAPE ME NEVER"
— Starring- —
Errol Flynn — Ida Lupino
Eleanor Parker

thless romance . . . . and
tal music! Hear the mas
!es of Schumann, Brahms
!t . . . ten great classics if ]
ody . . . while you open your heart
to the 10 most exciting- love

' ' " " " S O N G OF LOVE"

— Starring^ —
Katharine Hepburn
Paul Henreid — Robert Walker
AUi Featuring Leo G. Carroll,
Star of Rollins Collegre
Pla
"Angel Street"

Tuesday and Wednesday
DOUBLE FEATURE
Living: dangerously . . . lovinj
recklessly . . . . along the trail t.
adventure and g-lory!
WILLIAM

"THE FABULOUS
TEXAN"
"2 BLONDESAND A
REDHEAD"
vith Tiny Pasitor

AT PEGRAM'S

SHELL STATION
PARK & FAIRBANKS

Tennis Team Leaves
For Outside Tilts

— COMISfG —
'*I Walk Alone"—"Good News'
"T-Men" — "Saigon"

A powerladened Rollins College
I Baseball Team blasted FSU to the
tune of twenty-nine runs in two
days last weekend. After these
tilts there is no question about the
star of the defy, week, or year for
John Gray proved himself as a college baseball player par excellence.
John simply did this:

1. He was the winning pitcher of
two ball games on two successive
days. This made his record 4-0.
2. He walked but two ball players.
3. He struck out 17 batters in
one game.
4. In the Friday game, he did
not yield a hit.
5. F S U failed to drive one ball
out of the infield against him in
9 Va Innings.
6. Of course pitchers are not expected to hit so John had only six
hits for seven trips to the plate.
7. Those six hits in a row are
probably a post war Rollins record
for consecutive hitting.
John was not alone in leading
the attack for Harvard Cox, veteran center fielder of the Tars, hit
t h a t tomato for all it was worth.
Buddy McBride continued to hit the
ball as if he owned it. The Tars
faced Florida Southern last Tuesday and although that was a day
before press time we can still ven- I
ture to say t h a t we probably won. '
Gray was the probable starting
pitcher with Covello ready at the '
firehose. I predict that third sack- •
er Milford Talton will raise his
percentage a full one hundred
points in the next few games and
t h a t Pitcher Clyde Stevens will
make a comeback after his recent
illness.

The Rollins College Tennis Team,
rated one of the finest in the nation, left last week for its crucial
series with Texas, Rice, and Tulane. Results of the matches have
not yet been received. The Tars so
far have defeated Stetson 9-0,
Clemson 7-0, FSU 9-0, and U. of
Miami 8-1.
The team will consist of:
1. Gardner Larned.
2. Enrique Buse.
"I want you to know, my dear,
3. Buddy Behrens.
you're the first girl IVe ever made
4. Ricardo Balbiers.
love to," he said, as he shifted
5. Gus Peeples.
gears with his knees.
6. Billy Windham.
—Southern Collegian.
7. Norman Copeland.
GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL
5:15 Tuesday
Gamma Phi T
4:15 Wednesday
Alpha Phi vs. Phi Mu
5:00 Wednesday
Chi 0 vs. Pi Phi
4:15 Friday
Gamma Phi vs. Theta
5:00 Friday
Kappa vs. Ind.
Next Week:
4:15 Monday
Alpha Phi vs. Chi 0 .
5:00 Monday „„.
Phi Mu vs. Pi Phi
4:15 Wednesday
Gamma Phi vs. Ind.
5:00 Wednesday
Kappa vs. Theta
4:15 Friday
Alpha Phi vs. Pi Phi
5:00 Friday
Phi Mu vs. Chi 0 .

Dry Cleaning
The Pantex Way

Sunday and Monday

Handicraft Studio

By Sam Burchers
U. T. Bradley's undefeated Varsity crew, won the fourth and last
home meet last Saturday afternoon, defeating Amherst University by two lengtfis. The conditions
were favorable and the years best
time of 4:57 was recorded.
The Rollins J. V.'s will move
north to race Washington and Lee
on the first of May. The Varsity
will be pointing toward the Dad
Vail Regatta, which will probably
be in Boston, on May 22nd.
Last year Dad Vail found Rollins
crossing the wire fourth out of a
field of five. Seeking revenge and
getting it, the Tars bested Boston
U. and Dartmouth several weeks
ago. Boston won the Dad Vail last
year and would have been the fa
vorite for this season had they not
lost to Rollins, on Lake Maitland.
Last year, the Boston papers referred to the Tars as "southern
dark horses." From the looks of
things at the moment, Rollins will
be favored to win the Dad Vail. If
this pre-race prediction comes true,
it will be the first time the Dad Vail
cup has ever been on this side of
the Mason-Dixon line.

m , COI LEAD
TM) AimCK
AGIIINST F.S,

OF INTEREST !
We are Photographers for your College Annual and
our Studio is right here in Winter Park, 114A
Greeneda Court, Park Ave. S.
Preserve those college days for years to come by
getting an 8x10 of your sorority, fraternity, choir, etc.,
for only $1.00. You may phone your order, come by,
or ask anyone on the Sandspur staff. We make beautiful Portraits in our studio, and have a college special
for students only.

MITZIE STUDIO

Phone 1147

